Minutes

RICH COUNTY CRM

Date: March 6, 2009
Time: 10:00am-12:00pm
Place: Randolph Senior Center

Members Present: Mitch Poulsen (Bear Lake Regional Committee), Alvin Shaul (CRM Permittee), Craig Kennedy (DL&L), Norm Weston (Chair), Troy Forrest (GIP), Tyler Staggs (BLM), Michael Gates (BLM), Travis Tomason (NRCS), Thomas Hoskins (NRCS), Mike Welch (QRM), Randy Wood (DWR), Scott Walker (DWR), Karl Fleming (USFWS), Rick Danvir (DL&L), and Todd Black (USU/EXT)

Information Presented/Discussion Highlights

Partner Updates

The group spent the entire time working on the attached project database. Projects were added that had previously passed a vote with CRM and other projects were updated.

Proposed Projects

None at this meeting

Actions Taken

- CRM members agreed to send a letter in support of the Duck Creek project
- CRM members added the four projects listed above for consideration and addition to the project list

Follow-up Needed

Todd to follow up with Jennifer Parker (USFS) Dist. Ranger—ask about Chandler Mundy to sit on committee. Add Scott Walker to the list of attendees and add to appropriate sub committees.

Norm to extend invitations to sportsman’s rep to be on various sub committees (Shawn Groll, Pat Barker and/or Lee Jones)

NEXT MEETING: (Field Trip) Date to be determined